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ANIMA is pleased to announce the signature of a cooperation agreement with the RIAFPI, the network of French-speaking investment promotion agencies.

This agreement provides for a partnership between the secretariats of the two networks, but above all it allows ANIMA to extend its cooperation area from 18 to 29 countries, including 15 African countries.

It also strengthens ANIMA’s strategy to position the Mediterranean as a laboratory for sustainable and inclusive growth in the heart of the Europe-Middle East-Africa zone.

Indeed, our initiative THE NEXT SOCIETY has just launched its 2018 support programme in May for 22 African and Mediterranean start-ups that contribute to the dynamics of reverse innovation.

As part of our DiafrikInvest initiative, ANIMA and its partners will also be very involved at the African Diasporas Forum in Paris next 22 June to support policy recommendations from the diaspora and connect expatriate talents who wish to invest in their home country with opportunities and concrete solutions.

Emmanuel Noutary, General Delegate
IPEMED, under the patronage of M. Emmanuel Macron, President of the Republic, this forum is the most important event dedicated to meeting and experience-sharing between members of diasporas and political and economic decision-makers. The DiafrikInvest stand will provide information on the project opportunities and speed-coaching sessions. Several international experts will provide entrepreneurs with tailor-made advice and support.

Read more
Register now!

Launch of the first edition of the Hannon Prize
ANIMA Investment Network joins forces with CONECT and MED21, in partnership with Bpifrance, APII, CDC, FIPA-Tunisia and BIAT, to launch the 1st edition of the “Hannon Prize for the promotion of the co-development through responsible investment”. Four trophies will be awarded alternately in Tunisia and in Europe. To be eligible, a company must be operational, have at least 3 years of activity and 10 permanent jobs, be innovative and develop good CSR practices.

Read more
Complete the registration form before 10 June 2018!

THE NEXT SOCIETY Start-up Booster Track off to a great start in Milan
On 7-8 May 2018 took place the first regional event of THE NEXT SOCIETY Start-up Booster Track, the Innovators Academy organised by the European Business Angels Network (EBAN) with the support of the European Business and Innovation Centres Network (EBN) and the Middle-East Business Angels Network (MBAN). 21 entrepreneurs from Mediterranean countries and 7 coaches gathered for some intense training on business modelling, IPR and investment readiness.

Read more
Find out the services of THE NEXT SOCIETY Start-up Booster Track

Intelligence
Proposals from the Tunisian diaspora to contribute to productive investment
This advocacy is based on consultations with the private sector, conducted both with high-ranking diaspora talents in Europe and the United States and with repats, the entrepreneurs of the diaspora who have resettled in Tunisia. It is also based on studies on diasporas and their networks conducted by ANIMA for more than ten years. It proposes concrete measures to facilitate and accelerate the involvement of economic diasporas in different channels of engagement.

Read more
Download the brochure (only in French)